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Introduction
Carrying out clinical neuroscience studies usually involves many data analysis steps including
image preprocessing, extraction of image-derived measurements and statistical analysis. Most of
these steps also need to be performed when developing machine learning methods for neuroimaging. Clinica aims to automate the processing and statistical analysis of neuroimaging data and ease
the development of machine learning approaches. We present the new functionalities and improvements made to Clinica, including framework upgrades, continuous integration and new pipelines
(structural connectome, surface-based PET analysis, fMRI preprocessing, machine learning).

Methods
Clinica is based on the Nipype library (Gorgolewski et al., 2011) and relies on tools from the
neuroimaging community to build pipelines (FreeSurfer (Fischl, 2012), FSL (Jenkinson et al.,
2012), SPM (Frackowiak et al., 1997), ANTs (Avants et al., 2014), MRtrix3 (Tournier et al., 2012),
and PETPVC (Thomas et al., 2016)) or build machine learning modules (scikit-learn (Pedregosa et
al., 2011)). The only assumption on the raw data is that they follow the BIDS format (Gorgolewski
et al., 2016). New functionalities of Clinica can be divided into three main parts.
First, new pipelines were developed in this release of Clinica:
- fmri-preprocessing: This pipeline corrects fMRI datasets for head motion, slice-timing,
susceptibility distortion and mainly relies on SPM. It also performs coregistration with T1, spatial
normalization into MNI space and spatial smoothing.
- dwi-connectome: This pipeline computes a structural connectome, i.e. a weighted graph encoding anatomical connections between a set of brain regions. It relies on the constrained spherical
deconvolution diffusion model implemented in MRtrix (Tournier et al., 2012), performs probabilistic
tractography and computes a connectome using the Desikan & Destrieux atlases from FreeSurfer.
- pet-surface (Marcoux et al., 2018): This pipeline enables the analysis of PET data on the
cortical surface. It includes co-registration of PET and T1 MR images, intensity normalization,
partial volume correction, robust projection of the PET signal onto the cortical surface extracted
from the coregistered T1 image, and spatial normalization to a template.
- machinelearning-prepare-spatial-svm (Cuingnet et al., 2013): This pipeline prepares T1
MRI and PET data for performing classification with an SVM that accounts for the spatial and
anatomical structure of neuroimaging data, leading to more regular and anatomically interpretable
classification results.

The pipelines providing image-derived measurements are listed in Fig 1. Secondly, the core
of Clinica was consolidated and upgraded to use Python 3 and Nipype 1. Thirdly, we developed
a robust continuous integration framework, addressing some specific challenges raised by medical
image processing. For instance, pipelines including stochastic models make it difficult to reproduce
any experiment with machine precision. To solve this problem, we implemented comparison criteria
adapted for each type of data and processing pipelines (correlation coefficient, metric to control
the quantity of voxels exceeding certain relative difference thresholds). This allows developers to
monitor the consistency of their results with respect to their developments or after a software
package upgrade.

Results
The new pipelines expand the scope of modalities covered by Clinica and offer new functionalities.
Fig 2 illustrates how pipelines can be chained to carry out a study, from the conversion of the raw
imaging data to the statistical analysis.
Clinica has already been used for clinical research studies (Routier et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2018)
and to develop machine learning frameworks for Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis (Samper-Gonzĺez et
al., 2018; Toro et al., 2018). This is in line with the target audience of Clinica, namely neuroscientists
and clinicians conducting neuroimaging studies, and researchers in machine learning.

Conclusions
Clinica (www.clinica.run) is an open source software platform for reproducible clinical neuroscience
studies. It aims to make clinical research studies easier and pursues the community effort of reproducibility.
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